ANVIL ASSY 125317 CONSISTS OF:
1) 125293-352 ANVIL HOLDER AND
1) 123926 ANVIL INSERT
BOTH ARE AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY.

ANVIL INSERT WRENCH 125400 IS
OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE.

125317 ANVIL ASSEMBLY

116926 COLLET

125306 UNITIZED JAWS

MATERIAL: " SPEC: TOLERANCES UNLESS
HARDNESS: " DRAW OR STOCKED STATE
HEAT TREAT TO " SPEC: XX, XXX ± -.08 CAL SHORT
SURFACE TREAT: " SPEC: INT. COR. RADI
SURFACE FINISH NOT TO EXCEED: Ro BREAK EDGES
IDENTIFICATION PER SPEC 42-316 ETCH ANGLES ±
SURFACES TO BE O, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥ WITHIN T.I.R. FINAL ASSY:
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